
Snowcuber I MK6

It’s 
time 
to 
act
SNOWCUBER



It’s time to act
Experience the most innovative snow machine.

The ultimate cost and time saving solution 
that also reduces CO2 emission.
For keeping your aprons clean 
during snow season.

Preserve 
stand capacity

-50% Apron
 truck movements

-50% Snow volume -50% Operational
expenditure

CO2 reduction



Snow compressing airholes 

Unique and patented technique

Accurate and controlled 

snow disposal

Process vs Power
An efficient approach for 
clearing aprons faster.

   Compressing the amount of snow by at least a factor 

of two. This will strongly decrease the amount of dump 

trucks on your apron and air craft stands.

   Maintaining volume by controlled loading, allowing 

the capacity of a dump truck to be increased from  

18 to more than 25 cubic meter.

Zürich Airport

Fleet management

“The speed of the machine is slower, but the total snow 

clearing process is much more effective and faster!”



“SNOCOM’s snow compression technology is a real  

innovation. As a development partner and launching 

customer, Amsterdam Airport Schiphol supports the further 

development of the Snowcuber in several areas.”

Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

Fleet management

Wet snow removal

The Snowcuber is capable of easily clearing 
all sorts of snow. The impeller effortlessly 
launches wet snow into the compression 
module.

Accurate and controlled 
snow disposal
The Snowcuber is able to accurately load 
snow into the dump truck. Maximizing load 
capacity and decreasing the amount of dump 
trucks.

Logically build-up control panel
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Dimensions MK6

Experience the 
most innovative
snow machine.



SNOWCUBER MK6

Total width 4027 mm

Overall length 2261 mm

Total height (compressor folded, excluding marking) 2683 mm

Total height (compressor up) 5070 mm

Weight 3800 kg

Snow capacity 500 T/HR

Maximum hight lory loading 4000 mm

Amsterdam Schiphol 

The Base

Evert van de Beekstraat 1

1118 CL Schiphol

The Netherlands

+31 (6) 202 478 56

www.snocom.com

mensonides@snocom.com

VARIO TRANSMISSION TRACTOR

Minimum 200 hp

Maximum 250 hp

Front hitch CAT3

Minimum lifting capacity front hitch 50 kN

Front PTO CCW rotation 1000 rpm

Hydraulic function Front


